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                 It is an assignment of Women, Crime and Social Justice course. The topic is "Legislation and its policy towards the Indigenous women of Domestic Violence in Canada" You need to give an one page memo (                It is an assignment of Women, Crime and Social Justice course. The topic is "Legislation and its policy towards the Indigenous women of Domestic Violence in Canada" You need to give an one page memo (

                Session 27: Media Representations of Gender and Crime (3/3)1 Brandon Teena2•Labeled female at birth•Started going by men’s names and dressing in men’s clothing as a teenager•Brutally murdered by two of his girlfriend’s friends Gwen Araujo3•Labeled male at birth•Came out to her family as transgender at age 14•Brutally beaten to death by four men and buried in the woods Famous Cases and Violence Against Transgender People4Famous Cases•Murder victimsMost Cases•Survivors of violence•”Overkill”•Murdered in response to “gender deception”•Several perpetrators•Only 42% of cases result in convictions•Murdered by someone who knew they were transgender•“Overkill” is rare•One perpetrator•All perpetrators were convicted•Brandon àwhite•Gwen àLatinx•98.6% of murder victims were transwomen, 58% were black, 18% were Latinx, and 17% were white (1900-2009) What are the unintended consequences of the Media’s focus on unrepresentative cases? 5 Unintended Consequences 6Famous victims are: Described as intrinsically trans. Transgender people who identify as men or women. •Encourages strict labeling and normalization •Encourages binary gender identities•Erases the complexity of gender and sexual identities•Denies the subjectivity of the victim 7Unintended Consequences Famous victims are disproportionately: Young.Light-skinned.Normatively attractive.Gender conforming.•Shapes who feels that they can claim the label transgender. •Shapes which crimes are reported to the police, investigated, and described in the Media. Unintended Consequences 8Famous victims were killed in especially brutal ways. •Produces high levels of fear. •Constructs transgender people as inherently vulnerable. •Inaccurately represents patterns of violence. •Preventive efforts focused on lethal violence. Session 28: International Perspectives on Gender and Crime (1/2)1 Domestic Violence and the Law2•At least 144 countries with laws against domestic violence (UN 2019)•Laws are unevenly implementedSocial / political environment•Victims and survivors can face retaliation, social isolation and marginalization, and financial consequencesCultural beliefs about genderFeminist movementsSocioeconomic conditionsReligion/State religionState capacity 3Domestic Violence and the Law in India•31% of women report experiencing DV (IIPS 2017)•1983 àSection 498A of the Indian Penal Code criminalizes “physical and emotional cruelty” in marriageconviction rate: 15.9%•2005 àProtection of Women from Domestic Violence Act (PWDVA) extends protection to other intimate relationshipsBy 2018, 616 cases registered Capable Women, Incapable States PoulamiRoychowdhury4How do victims and survivors of domestic violence claim rights in a context where laws exist to protect them, but the state is unwilling to act? 5What Challenges Do Women Face to “Run a Case”?Family systemsLaw enforcement 6Family SystemsDeep commitment to maintaining relationships with extended families. Source of support / safety netPlayed a role in arranging marriages •Gender expectations of marriage and family ties•Fear of estrangement from family of origin vs. fear of being separated from children 7Law Enforcement•Vulnerability to political pressure and organized violenceLocal landlords Tr i b a l l e a d e r sPoliticiansInterest groupsOrganized crimeWomen’s organizations•Limited enforcement capabilities•Nepotism•No monopoly of violence 8What Do Women Need to “Run a Case”?The role of “brokers” The role of brokers9•Coerce law enforcement personnel•Deploy a range of extralegal tactics•Mediate between women and the state 10“Incorporating” Women in the State Response to Domestic Violence•Criminal justice system rewards women with organizational connections.•Criminal justice actors “outsource” the work to women. Session 30: International Perspectives on Gender and Crime (2/2)1 2Rape during Wartime•Rape and other forms of sexual violence have been widespread during wartime throughout history. Women and girls, but also men and boys. RapeForced nuditySexual tortureSterilizationForced pregnancyForced marriageEnforced prostitutionSexual enslavement Wartime Rape in the Collective Imaginary3 4Rape during WartimeMass rapes of women documented in modern-day armed conflicts: •Vietnam•Bangladesh•Rwanda•Former Yugoslavia•Uganda•Sierra Leone•Timor-Leste•Peru•Democratic Republic of Congo•Darfur•Libya•Iraq•Syria•Ukraine 5Enduring Consequences•Victims/survivors continue to suffer from:•Perpetrators often enjoy immunity from prosecution. •Exacerbated intergroup tensions. Øshame and stigmaØhealth problemsØPTSDØunwanted pregnancies 6Wartime Sexual Violence in International LawIn International Humanitarian Law, rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, and enforced sterilization are explicitly prohibited in the Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). War crimeCrime against humanityCrime of genocideBreach of Geneva conventionsWartime sexual violence has been successfully prosecuted at the ICC and other international courts as: 7ActivityRead “Rape as a Tool of War”(Elizabeth Renzetti, The Globe and Mail, April 14, 2022)Identify competing perspectives for explaining rape during wartime. Pay attention to evidence that supports these perspectives. 8Conceptualizing Wartime RapeWartime rape is: ØPatriarchy ØCapitalismCollective dimensionsØEnvironmental determinants of behaviorUnderstanding wartime rape requires considering: A product of (militarized) hegemonic masculinityEmbedded in pre-conflict gender inequality and unequal power relationsA form of political and symbolic violenceØImperialism ØWhite SupremacyIndividual dimensions Session 31: Community responses to gender-based crimes (1/3)1 2Community Organizations and Domestic Violence Interventions in CanadaMid-1960sSecond wave of the Canadian Women’s Movement puts the issue of domestic violence on the political agendaCriminal justice system as a patriarchal institutionFocus on broader social change1970sGrassroots women’s groups organize victim servicesFirst shelters emergeCreation of treatment programs for perpetratorsMany feminist and antiviolence activists initially opposed state intervention. 3Community Organizations and Domestic Violence Interventions in Canada1980sMovement towards increased criminalizationFiscal crisis: increased pressure to secure fundingProfessionalization of women’s organizations and increased focus on service provisionDiminishing influence of the feminist perspectiveSuccess or Cooptation? Multiculturalism and Domestic Violence Services1980sGrowing institutionalization of multicultural policy. 4Influx of funding for grassroots organizations providing services to women and ethnic minorities. 5What are some of the barriers to accessibility of domestic violence services for Indian immigrant women in Canada? 6Understanding the specific needs of immigrant women who experience domestic violence requires paying attention to: Native cultureExperience of immigrationHost countryImmigrant community 7What are some of the barriers to accessibility of domestic violence services for Indian immigrant women in Canada?Cultural barriersVulnerabilities related to immigrationOver-reliance on law enforcementEmphasis on the feminist perspective 8Cultural BarriersGender roles /Marriage customsFear of judgment from the immigrant communityFear of reinforcing negative stereotypes of the communitySocial stigma attached to domestic violenceSocial stigma attached to asking for helpLinguistic barrier Vulnerabilities Related to Immigration9Isolation / sense of alienationIncreased dependence on partnerStronger financial and emotional investment in marriageLimited knowledge of legal system in host countryChange in power dynamics within the relationship 10Emphasis on the Feminist PerspectiveNot identifying as “feminist”Stigma associated with feminismHistory of exclusion in mainstream feminism Unfunded fears about feminist practice in host country Over-Reliance on Law Enforcement•Fear of being compelled to involve law enforcement. 11•Racism/xenophobia in law enforcement in the host country.•Negative experiences / fear and mistrust of law enforcement in the country of origin. •Resistance from the immigrant community.            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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